Reference Letter Requests

at the Chair of Macroeconomics and Political Economy

July 10, 2016

1 Requirements

We only draft reference letters for students from the bachelor’s and master’s program in economics (Volkswirtschaftslehre) that have already passed one of the following lectures (titles may differ slightly from past semesters):

- Economic Growth (B.A.)
- Political Economics (M.A.)
- Macroeconomics for Research Students (M.A.)
- Human Capital, Technological Change and Financial Development in a Global World (M.A.)
- Growth, Technical Change and Institutions (M.A.)
- Written bachelor’s or master’s thesis supervised by the chair.

2 Procedure

Send your complete request to Andreas Müller (andreas.mueller@econ.uzh.ch). Your request should contain the following documents and information:

- Curriculum vitae
- Up to date academic record
- Complete list of institutions you are applying to, including the deadlines and addresses we have to send the references letters to.
- We prefer to do online recommendations.

You must not forward our contact to institutions before we have accepted the request. During the semester we will answer your request within seven work days.